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Abstract
Natural movement plays a significant role in realistic speech animation, and numerous studies have demonstrated the contribution visual cues make to the degree human observers find an animation acceptable. Natural, expressive, emotive, and prosodic
speech exhibits motion patterns that are difficult to predict with
considerable variation in visual modalities. Recently, there have
been some impressive demonstrations of face animation derived
in some way from the speech signal. Each of these methods
have taken unique approaches, but none have included rigid
head pose in their predicted output.
We observe a high degree of correspondence with facial activity and rigid head pose during speech, and exploit this observation to jointly learn full face animation and head pose rotation
and translation combined. From our own corpus, we train Deep
Bi-Directional LSTMs (BLSTM) capable of learning long-term
structure in language to model the relationship that speech has
with the complex activity of the face. We define a model architecture to encourage learning of rigid head motion via the latent
space of the speaker’s facial activity. The result is a model that
can predict lip sync and other facial motion along with rigid
head motion directly from audible speech.
Index Terms: Speech Animation, Deep Learning, LSTM,
BLSTM, RNN, Audiovisual Speech, Shape Modelling, Lip
Sync, Uncanny Valley, Visual Prosody

1. Introduction
We can describe speech animation as deforming and transforming a character model, temporally aligned to an audible utterance, to give the impression the character is speaking. The task
is very challenging, as mismatches between visual speech and
audio can change what a viewer believes they heard [1], and
speaker head pose can affect comprehension [2]. In addition
to these effects, we, as human viewers, can experience feelings
of reduced empathy or even revulsion if the animation is not
quite right [3]. Production level speech animation, such as is
found in mainstream movies and video games, often use performance capture or teams of skilled animators. Both of these
approaches are time consuming, expensive and lack scalability.
This provides considerable motivation to develop techniques to
automate the process of high fidelity speech animation.
In this work we model the complete facial activity during
speech, along with the rigid pose of the speaker’s head. We extend our earlier work on speaker head pose [4] by modelling
six Degrees of Freedom (DoF): the rotations of nod, yaw and
roll and the translations on those axes. Head pose has properties that make it difficult to model directly from speech. There
is high measurable correlation between speech audio and head
pose, yet a speaker repeating an utterance several times may
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Figure 1: Facial activity is complex during speech. Here we
illustrate our shape model deforming over time to give an impression of the correspondence different regions of the face have
while speaking.

move his head in significantly different manner on each repetition. In our own corpus we observe a closer correspondence
between facial activity and head pose during speech by modelling head pose directly from facial features rather than from
audio. We hypothesise the modal gap is smaller between facial
activity and head pose as the anatomical, physical and kinetic
constraints are closer.
To exploit this observation, we first train a model to predict
the facial animation from audio features, then in a second stage,
encourage the model to learn head pose from the latent representation of the facial activity by using a separate objective for
each mode.

2. Related Work
2.1. Facial Animation
The automatic production of realistic speech animation is a long
held goal of many areas of graphics, speech and language research, and work extends deeply into the literature. Lewis and
Parke [5] describe a lip syncing model based on Linear Predictor Coefficients (LPCs) to predict visemes [6], the visual counterpart of phonemes. In this early work they acknowledge the
importance of other aspects of speech animation, notably head
pose, for fully expressive automated character animation. They
also remark on the strong perceptual effects that we now refer
to as the ‘Uncanny Valley’ [3].
Linguistic based methods to produce plausible facial ani-

2.2. Head Pose
Head pose during speech is another aspect of visual speech with
a rich history in the literature. Early studies approached the
problem by categorically labelling clustered head motion patterns [17, 18, 19]. HMMs were trained for each cluster, modelling the relation between the speech features and cluster label. Hofer [20, 21] observes the limitations of the frame wise
approach of his predecessors, and proposes a trajectory based
model. More recently Ben-Youssef [22] proposed an improved
clustering for motion. All of these approaches rely on a suitable labelling of motion units, either manually or automatically,
which is a challenging problem in itself.
Ding et al. [23] introduce a deep Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFN) regression model to predict Euler angles of nod,
yaw and roll. They report advantages over the previous HMM
based approaches and were able to avoid the problem of clustering the motion. Deep Bi-Directional Long Short Term Memory
(BLSTM) models appear in Ding et al. [24], where they report improvements over their own earlier work. More recently
Haag [25] uses BLSTMs and Bottleneck features [26]. In our
own earlier work [4], we use a BLSTM based Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) to model the many-to-many mapping of speech to head pose prediction, both for speaker, and for
the head pose of the listener in dyadic conversation [27].

3. Corpus
We believe clean, unbiased data are an important part of datadriven face learning, so we collect and process data to develop
a corpus as described in this section.
3.1. Data Collection
We hired two actors, one female (Subject A), one male (Subject B) to recite from a scripted set of short conversational
vignettes. The actors were encouraged to speak emotively
and emphatically in order to provide natural, expressive and
prosodic speech. In all, 3600 utterances were captured, giving
a total of around six hours of speech.
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mation have been developed over several decades [7, 8], either
3D mesh [9] or 2D video [10] based. Their common requirement is some form of alignment of the phoneme content either as transcript or by prior processing with external tools [11].
The complex relationship between co-articulated phonemes and
visemes is defined as a many-to-many mapping in the work of
Taylor et al. [12] superseding the static shape-to-shape model
of Fisher [6].
Data-driven, or machine learning based models that rely
only on the input of audio have a similarly lengthy history.
Voice Puppetry [13] is a notable example that uses Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) for trajectory sampling. Most recently Suwajanakorn et al. [14] use a regression model of Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM)[15] networks to produce highly
plausible 2D lip animation. Karras et al. [16] employ a deep
neural network combining fully connected layers and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to model facial animation with
emotional content.
The recent work by Taylor et al. [11], Suwajanakorn et
al. [14] and Karras et al. [16], arguably represent the state of
the art for data driven facial animation, and these three works
appeared in the literature at the same time. Interestingly, all
three had hand animated head pose applied to reduce perceptual
dissonance.
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Figure 2: We can represent greater than 98% of the facial variance with 8 Principal Components. We show the Root Mean
Square (RMS) reconstruction error for those 8 components and
the original shape. We use this measure as a quantitative evaluation of our predictions.

We used six cameras to record with synchronised frame
timing, with three cameras aimed at each actor. Recording
frequency was 59.94 Frames per Second (FPS) and resolution
1280 × 720 pixels (720p). Audio was recorded simultaneously
at 48 kHz and later down sampled to 16 kHz mono.
Each actor had 62 landmarks distributed about the face,
which along with 58 natural feature landmarks such as eyes
and lip edges, were tracked with Active Appearance Models
(AAMs) [28, 29]. With the cameras arranged such that left and
right stereo pairs were formed on each actor, we were able to
derive 3D shape models. The shape models were stabilised by
selecting the least deformed points and, using Procrustes analysis [30], rigid motion was separated from deformation. The
translations and rotations are about the x, y and z axes of a
right handed coordinate system, with y pointing up. For this
report, we use the data collected for Subject A only.
3.2. Audio Feature Extraction
We used a sliding frame over the time domain audio signal of
2/59.94s with an overlap of 1/59.94s, matching the sampling
rate of our motion data. Following convention, each frame was
multiplied by a Hamming window. Although we have experimented with many audio features, for this report we use the
Log Filter Bank (LogfBank) of 40 filters as described by Deng
et al. in [31]. The resulting feature vector is now centrally and
temporally aligned with the recorded motion of the deforming
facial landmarks and the six DoF of rigid head pose. Finally, we
normalise our input data to have unit variance and zero mean.
3.3. Shape Parametrisation
The activity of the face is highly complex during speech. Figure
1 illustrates the deformation of the shape model as Subject A is

Carrying on from our previous work [4], we use Deep BLSTMs
to predict the facial deformation and the six DoF of rigid head
pose combined. Clearly, much of the activity of the orofacial
region has significant correspondence with speech production.
Other regions of the face, along with head pose, have also been
shown to have a relationship with speech [32]. Our initial experiment was to consider how well we could predict face animation
with a deep BLSTM, with audio features as input and our 8 PCA
values as output. We observed good modelling, particularly of
the more significant components. We further experimented with
predicting head pose from facial expression, and observed improved performance over direct prediction from audio features.
We hypothesise that the facial activity during speech closes the
modal gap to head pose, i.e., the motion of the face is controlled
by anatomy and limited by kinetic constraints, and so is the rigid
motion of the head. When we try to model head pose directly
from audio features we can not force the model to learn via that
space.
Simply concatenating the rigid pose and shape values and
training a Deep BLSTM did not provide the results we had seen
with independently trained models. So we describe a forked
model, with separate objectives for the six DoF head pose values and the PCA expression values. This allows independent
control of each of these modalities, both in the topology, and
in the training of the model. We found our best results were
achieved by developing a model that only predicted the PCA
values, then forking the model late in the latent space to a new
stack of layers, with output to head pose values. Figure 3 illustrates the topology of the network. Our experience with these
networks so far has been that the number of trainable parameters is limited by the quantity of our data. We find a properly
converged model has a layer of 250 hidden units at input, with
four subsequent layers, tapering in hidden units to 50, to the
PCA objective. The head pose branch can be as little as two
layers of 30 hidden units, much smaller than a model for predicting head pose alone. Recall, we use BLSTM, so the number
of hidden units is doubled, as the count is for each direction.
4.1. Training
We trained the networks on our data, split 90% for training, 5%
for validation and 5% for testing. Our test examples have been
excluded from the corpus from the outset and have never been
used for training or model selection. We divide our data into
short sections of t = 129 samples, starting each new section
at t0 , t1 , t2 , . . . , giving a total count of examples ≈ 8 × 104 .
Examples shorter than 129 samples are discarded, not padded.
Both our objective functions are Mean Squared Error
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speaking. Although complex, one can clearly see considerable
correspondence in different regions of the face. This observation motivates us to borrow from our AAMs, and use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of
the shape model. We find we can retain more than 98% of the
variation in the entire corpus for our Subject’s shape model in
8 Principal Components. Figure 2 shows the shape model decomposed to 8 components then reconstructed, compared with
the original mean shape model. The Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) is acceptably small at ≈ 0.5 mm, and the plot shows
that there are no significant outliers. We will use the reconstruction error measured in this way to evaluate the accuracy of the
predicted animation.

Figure 3: The topology of the deep BLSTM model. We pre-train
the route to the PCA expression values, then train the whole
model with separate objectives for the PCA values and the 6
DoF of the rigid head pose.

(MSE), and our recent experiments use adam [33] for optimisation, with the parameters: lr = 0.001, beta1 = 0.9,
beta2 = 0.999, epsilon = 1×10−8 , decay = 0.0. Comparing
identical models, adam converges more quickly than rmsProp
[34] for our task. Training continues until no further improvement on the validation set, with a patience of 5 epochs. We first
train a model with the sole objective of the PCA expression values, then load those weights to the lower layers of our forked
network (Figure 3). We recommence training of the entire network now with two objectives. Interestingly, the loss for PCA
expression values continues to descend from this point. While
we monitor both losses, our early subjective tests indicate viewers discriminate on the overall animation quality more by face
accuracy than head pose, so we train until no further validation
improvement on the PCA fork, with a patience of 5 epochs. We
use the Keras framework [35], with Tensorflow [36] back end.
In this report, the models are trained on one Subject, A, from
our corpus.

5. Results
Table 1 shows the results of predictions for held out utterance
examples. We quantitatively evaluate our predictions in the following way: We use CCA to measure correlation for each predicted example by projecting to one base and calculating Pearson’s r for the projection to the base. CCA > 0.5 represents
significant correlation, and CCA = 1.0 is maximum correlation. We show CCA for the 8 predicted PCA component values, CCA for the head rotation values, and CCA for the head
translation values. We report RMSE for the reconstructed PCA
shape model for the whole utterance measuring the error in millimetres (mm). We report RMSE for head rotation in degrees,
and head translation in mm. We find CCA the more valuable
measure for head pose as it indicates comparable modulation
by the audio waveform, whereas a uniform offset in the trajectory can increase RMSE without adversely effecting the quality
of the prediction. For the facial activity we desire both high
correlation and low RMSE.
For qualitative assessment, we show plots of the trajectories
of the first three Principal Components (Figure 4) and the rotation angles of nod (x), yaw (y) and roll (z) (Figure 5). On the

Table 1: For a quantitative evaluation of our predictions we show six scenes held out from our corpus. We show the reconstruction
RMSE in mm for our shape model for the entire utterance, along with Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) for the true and predicted
PCA components. We show the same measure for the six DoF of head pose, though the head pose rotation error unit is degrees.
Scene ID

A-01-0184

A-02-0120

A-03-0203

A-04-0056

A-05-0263

A-06-0089

RMSE PCA Reconstruction
RMSE Pose Rotation
RMSE Pose Translation
CCA PCA Components
CCA Pose Rotation
CCA Pose Translation

1.46
2.68
2.85
0.97
0.90
0.79

1.37
3.73
1.81
0.96
0.74
0.69

2.84
3.93
3.84
0.96
0.79
0.72

1.68
4.27
2.84
0.98
0.85
0.54

1.24
3.27
3.64
0.98
0.89
0.78

1.88
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0.94
0.96
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Figure 4: The ground truth and prediction of the first three Principal Components. The first three components are largely associated with the orofacial area. We show CCA for the components plotted in PCA space. We can see clearly how the components are modulated by the audio. Qualitatively, one can observe how closely the component values in the prediction follow
the ground truth.

Figure 5: The ground truth and prediction of the rigid head pose
angles. We observe how head pose angle is also modulated by
the audio, but has somewhat more diverse expectation. Quantitatively, for the three rotation axes we show CCA and RMSE
(degrees).

plot in Figure 4 we report CCA for just the three plotted components. These components largely relate to the orofacial area and
indicate lip sync performance. On Figure 5 we report measure
in the same way as Table 1. For further qualitative evaluation
we render animations of the data, examples of which can be
found in the supplementary material for this paper.

lence. Short pauses during speech are modelled well currently,
but we do not have sufficient data to model pensive duration,
retrospection and so on that occur in silence; yet these natural
activities do involve animation. As our model makes low latency predictions directly from LogfBank audio speech features
that can be processed quickly, we expect to extend the work to
real time prediction of complete facial animation.

6. Discussion

The concept of forcing a model to learn via an intermediate
modality presents new ideas for tackling other visual modes that
are under independent control in addition to head pose.

Future work involves seeking a generalisation of our method
so we can not only train on multiple speakers from within our
corpus, but also predict speakers from outside our corpus. Our
technique works equally well for each speaker individually, so
we are optimistic regarding that goal. A general system for
character animation would need to drive any reasonable character, which may or may not have human-like features, and coexist within an industry standard production pipeline. Rig retargeting [11] is a technique for sampling a deforming mesh to
learn animator friendly blend-shape weights, thus merging the
pipeline forward of our parametrised shape model. A limitation
of our corpus, rather than our method, is a small quantity of si-

7. Conclusions
We have described our corpus, which we have used to train a
data driven deep BLSTM model for predicting a complete character head animation solely from audio speech features input.
Our low latency model predictions include accurate lip sync,
animation of all the facial features, and rigid head pose rotations and translations.
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